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mAbstract
This paper provides an evidence-based approach to understanding the relationship
infrastructure of spatially defined innovation ecosystems in three metropolitan areas.
With the Triple Helix framework, the ecosystem perspective, and shared vision for
transformation initiatives, we explore relationships as structure in the metropolitan areas
of Austin, TX; Minneapolis, MN; and Paris, France. Network metrics are interpreted as
indicators of relational capital; and network visualizations reveal distinct patterns of
relational space that structure business ecosystems at the enterprise, growth, and
startup levels in each geographic area. We illustrate that network metrics, relationship
indicators, and their visualization can be valuable resources for quantitatively and
qualitatively investigating and analyzing the complexities of engagement, agility, vitality,
linking, and embeddedness in innovation ecosystems. We suggest that data-driven
indicators of relational capital may be used for network orchestration, evidence-based
policy, and the development of shared vision in spatially defined business ecosystems.
Keywords: Ecosystem; Networks; Innovation; Business; Metropolitan; Relationships;
Visualization
Spanish: El capital relacional por una visión compartida en los ecosistemas de
innovación.
Resumen: Este artículo ofrece un enfoque basado en evidencias que permite
comprender la infraestructura de relaciones en los ecosistemas de innovación de tres
áreas metropolitanas. Empleando el marco de trabajo de Triple Hélice, la perspectiva
de ecosistema y una visión compartida por iniciativas de transformación, exploramos
las relaciones, entendidas como estructura, en las áreas metropolitanas de Austin
(Texas, EE.UU.), Minneapolis (Minnesota, EE.UU.) y París (Francia). Los datos de red son
interpretados como indicadores de capital relacional y las visualizaciones de red
revelan patrones claros de espacio relacional que estructuran los ecosistemas de
empresas, crecimiento y niveles de startup en cada área geográfica. Mostramos que
las métricas de red, los indicadores de relación y sus visualizaciones pueden ser
valiosos recursos a la hora de investigar y analizar tanto cuantitativa como
cualitativamente la diversidad de compromiso, agilidad, vitalidad, conexión e
implantación en los ecosistemas de innovación. Sugerimos que los indicadores de
datos relacionados con el capital relacional pueden ser empleados para la
orquestación de redes, políticas de evidencia y el desarrollo de visiones compartidas
en ecosistemas empresariales delimitados espacialmente.2015 Russell et al.; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
ttribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any
edium, provided the original work is properly credited.
Russell et al. Triple Helix  (2015) 2:8 Page 2 of 36French: Le capital relationnel pour une vision partagée des écosystèmes
d’innovation.
Resumé: Cet article nous offre une approche fondée sur des preuves pour
comprendre l’infrastructure relationnelle d’écosystèmes d’innovation spatialement
définis dans trois régions métropolitaines. Dans le cadre de la Triple Hélice, la
perspective de l’écosystème et une vision partagée pour des initiatives de
transformation, l’auteur explore les relations comme structure, dans les régions
métropolitaines de Austin, TX, Minneapolis, MN, et Paris, France. Les métriques du
réseau sont interprétées comme des indicateurs de capital relationnel; et les
visualisations de ces réseaux révèlent différents modèles de relations spatiales qui
structurent les écosystèmes d’affaires dans les entreprises ainsi que la croissance et
les niveaux de startup dans chaque région géographique. L’article montre que les
métriques du réseau, les indicateurs relationnels et leur visualisation peuvent être des
ressources valables pour examiner quantitativement et qualitativement et analyser les
complexités de l’engagement, l’agilité, la vitalité, le lien et l’enracinement dans les
écosystèmes d’innovation. Il est suggéré que les indicateurs de capital relationnel
basés sur des données peuvent être utilisés pour orchestrer le réseau, mettre en
œuvre une politique fondée sur des preuves, et développer une vision partagée dans
des écosystèmes d’affaire définis spatialement.
Portuguese: Capital Relacional para uma visão partilhada dos ecossistemas de
inovação.
Resumo: Esse artigo fornece uma abordagem baseada na evidência para
compreender o relacionamento entre infraestrutura e espacialidade definidas pelos
ecossistemas de inovação em três áreas metropolitanas. Com a estrutura teórica da
Hélice Tríplice, a perspectiva de ecossistema e uma visão compartilhada para a
transformação de iniciativas nós exploramos os relacionamentos como uma estrutura,
nas áreas metropolitanas de Austin, TX, Minneapolis, MN, e Paris, França. As métricas
de network são interpretadas como indicadores do capital relacional e a visualização
das networks revelam distintos padrões do espaço relacional que estrutura os
ecossistemas de negócios das empresas, seu crescimento e os níveis de startups em
cada área geográfica. Nós ilustramos as métricas de network, os indicadores de
relacionamento e como suas respectivas visualizações podem ser recursos valiosos
para investigar qualitativamente e quantitativamente e também analisar as
complexidades de engajamento, agilidade, vitalidade, associação e enraizamentos nos
ecossistemas de inovação. Nós sugerimos que os indicadores de capital relacional
baseados em dados podem ser utilizados para orquestrar a network, politicas
baseadas evidências, e o desenvolvimento de uma visão compartilhada da
espacialidade definida pelos ecossistemas de negócios.
Multilingual abstract
Please see Additional file 1 for translation of the abstract into Arabic.Background
With a rapidly changing business environment, fast product cycles, and decreasing
average life expectancy of today’s companies, innovation managers feel a sense of ur-
gency to find effective methods and techniques to understand and manage the com-
plexity of their business ecosystems (Adner 2012). Cities and metropolitan areas are
spatially defined elements of innovation ecosystems, and regional development efforts
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contributions to national economies (OECD 2014). In this paper, we present a novel
approach for gaining insights to accelerating business development with emphasis on
relationships. Hence, we address some of the challenges of measuring and managing
innovation, especially the call for evidence-based policy (NESTA 2008) and the em-
phasis on innovation dynamics (Milbergs 2007).
Scholars have focused inquiry on the diverse elements of innovation and economic
growth at global, national, regional, metropolitan, and city levels, as well as at the level of
individual organizations. Recent innovation studies have highlighted the importance of re-
lationships among companies, their leadership individuals, and their financial organizations
in contributing to the development of innovation in technology parks (Gibson et al. 1992),
innovation ecosystems for regional economic development programs (Russell 1995; Still
et al. 2014a), business acceleration programs (Huhtamäki et al. 2012), and business network
visualization methods (Basole 2014).
An innovation ecosystem refers to the inter-organizational, political, economic, environ-
mental, and technological systems through which a milieu conducive to business growth is
catalyzed, sustained, and supported. A dynamic innovation ecosystem is characterized by a
continual realignment of synergistic relationships that promote growth of the system. In
agile responsiveness to changing internal and external forces, knowledge, capital, and other
vital resources flow through these relationships (Russell et al. 2011). Adapted from the bio-
logical sciences, an ecosystem perspective offers insights on the relationship dimension of
innovation. The innovation ecosystem perspective is based on the premise that communi-
ties consist of a heterogeneous and continuously evolving set of constituents that are inter-
connected through a complex, global network of relationships. These constituents co-
create value and are interdependent for survival (Moore 1996; Iansiti and Levien 2004;
Basole and Rouse 2008; Russell et al. 2011).
Evidence-based decision-making has been promoted as a means to reduce the risk of
bad decisions (Burwell et al. 2013; Seelos and Mair 2012). In order to base decisions on
evidence, data is needed. The collection of primary data for business network research
is time-consuming and costly. Outcome measures for intervention programs frequently
point to time-specific events and actors as indicators of progress toward transform-
ation, which may require decades to be realized. Current data-driven analysis and
evaluation tools tend to rely on curated data, standardized over time with baked-in data
policies and classifications that persist in practice long after real-world semantics have
shifted to new categories (Basole et al. 2015).
Change strategists want to know which systemic factors may produce counterintuitive
results in the short-term and what time is required to see the lasting impact in the system.
Community leaders want insights on how policies and programmatic interventions can be
orchestrated to facilitate transformation of a business ecosystem. Many of the quantitative
ratings and rankings of geographic areas draw on expert opinion to characterize
innovation. They often focus on a single perspective of the system and seldom include
more than anecdotal information about the relationships among business leaders. Trans-
formation goals vary across communities, though generally ‘by stimulating co-operation
among the different actors in the innovation system, policy makers expect that the
innovation potential can be better exploited in existing and new firms, in research, and in
society as a whole’ (OECD 2001). A map of the relationships through which trust can
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outcomes of the shared vision.
As the nature and landscape of innovation have evolved, there has been a need to
evolve commensurate innovation indicators and metrics. In this analysis, we seek to
test whether the innovation character of spatially defined areas can be reflected in data-
driven, evidence-based indicators, and visual patterns of relationship networks in each
area. We present an evidence-based approach to understanding the relationship infra-
structure of spatially defined innovation ecosystems. With relationship maps at three
levels of business activity, we reveal the structures of relationships through which infor-
mation, talent, and financial resources flow as a basis for shared vision about the future.
We propose data-driven indicators of relational capital that may be used for network
orchestration and evidence-based policy in spatially defined business ecosystems.
Our approach is based on the ecosystem perspective, which is adapted from the bio-
logical/ecological sciences, drawing upon the foundational studies of regional clusters, the
Technopolis Wheel and the Triple Helix. Converged through the Innovation Ecosystems
Transformation Framework (IETF) (Russell et al. 2011), our approach views metropolitan
communities as innovation ecosystems, consisting of a heterogeneous and continuously
evolving set of constituents that are interconnected through a complex, global network of
relationships; these constituents co-create value and are interdependent for survival
(Moore 1996; Iansiti and Levien 2004; Basole and Rouse 2008). Our analytical method ad-
dresses ecosystems as networks of relationships, using a network analysis approach: when
collective gains are sought at the network level, change agents seek to orchestrate net-
works and manage their growth (Paquin and Howard-Grenville 2013; Ritala et al. 2013).
An earlier study emphasizing the structure of a network toward understanding the per-
formance of regional clusters in Japan (Kajikawa et al. 2010) concluded that ‘despite the
importance of interfirm networks, we currently have fewer tools to investigate it and
therefore less knowledge on detailed structure of it’. In this paper, we embrace this
challenge.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Following a review of key concepts of
innovation ecosystems and the relationship dimension of innovation, we describe our
evidence-based data-driven process for measuring and visualizing innovation ecosys-
tems. We implement this approach by concentrating and elaborating on one strand of
the Triple Helix - corporate and business relationships - in contrasting three metropol-
itan areas: the Austin Texas Metropolitan Area, the Minneapolis/St. Paul (Twin Cities)
Minnesota Corridor, and the Greater Metropolitan areas of Paris France. We present
indicators and visualizations of relational capital based on network metrics. We con-
clude with a discussion of challenges and opportunities that we hope will stimulate
collaborative discovery for new insights within the Triple Helix community and
across the many communities with which its influencers have relationships.
Innovation in metropolitan areas
Metropolitan areas are critical for job creation, revenue generation, and economic growth.
Regional policies, targeted strategies, and investments are needed to help metropolitan
areas build on their distinct and concentrated assets, and national policies and programs
are needed to help regions and metropolitan areas (Katz et al. 2010). One example of the
importance of metropolitan areas is offered by the Brookings (2014) stating that ‘U.S.
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bators of innovation and entrepreneurship that can help generate quality jobs and
spur sustainable economic growth’ (http://www.brookings.edu/research/topics/u-s-
metro-areas).The relational dimension of innovation ecosystems
Addressing innovation ecosystems as networks allows scholars and practitioners to
study their complexity, providing a means for mapping, monitoring and managing the
ecosystem components. In recent years, metaphors for ecosystems have been pro-
moted. Padgett and Powell (2012) describe autocatalysis as a chemical metaphor for
self-organization and emergence of networks. Hwang and Horowitt (2012) describe the
ecosystem as a rainforest that includes cycles of birth, growth, death, and regeneration,
as well as conditions for homeostasis or dynamism.
Identifying various stakeholders and their relationships as assets and liabilities for
technology-based economic development has been the subject of many scholars’ work.
Emphases have been on knowledge spillovers due to regional clustering (Marshall
1920), on specialized activity clusters (Schumpeter 1942; Porter 1990), and on the inter-
relations of organizational structures in a paradox of simultaneous competition and co-
operation networks across different community organizations and institutions (Ouchi
and Wilkins 1985; Smilor and Wakelin 1990). Studies of information dissemination in
small, heterogeneous agricultural communities focused on their key opinion leaders
and influencers (Rogers 1965; Oreszczyn et al. 2010). More recent economic develop-
ment studies have focused on the synergistic advantages within the regional cluster
(Saxenian 1994; Gibson and Butler 2014), the role of financing relationships as infra-
structure (Huhtamäki et al. 2011), and the importance of culture as an enabler (Florida
2012). Ubiquitous global communications, coupled with the concept of open
innovation (Chesbrough 2003) have escalated the imperative for globalization of busi-
ness relations and renewed the focus on system-level effects (Hwang and Horowitt
2012) and relational capital (Still et al. 2013b).Triple Helix
To facilitate the disciplined study and the broad understanding of innovation influ-
ences, the Triple Helix model has acknowledged the contributions of multiple stake-
holders. It has categorized these influencers into three (hence Triple) institutional
strands within the social context of university-industry-government relations (Etzkowitz
and Leydesdorff 1995; Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff 2000). The Triple Helix model is de-
fined by a complex set of organizational ties among overlapping spheres that may cross
the boundaries between them (Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz 1998). The Triple Helix model
contributes value to analyzing innovation in a knowledge-based economy, in which know-
ledge flows, interactions, and communications take place within ‘hyper-networks of orga-
nizations’, and in which participants at one level of networking can use collaborations or
boundaries from other levels as resources (Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz 1998).
Scholars have recommended including financing organizations (Moody and White
2003; Huhtamäki et al. 2011) as part of the social and organization context of business
networks. And, Leydesdorff (2012) has introduced ‘society’ and ‘public’ into the Triple
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ities for additional helices, the N-tuple of helices, to be added to the Triple Helix model.
Technopolis Wheel
The key role of first and second level influencers in leveraging assets of public and private
sectors networks was formalized in the framework of the Technopolis Wheel (Smilor
et al. 1988). This framework recognized that a network of institutional alliances accel-
erates regional development (Smilor and Wakelin 1990). The Technopolis Wheel em-
phasizes that each firm is embedded in a regional ecosystem that includes public and
private sectors, in which networking and collaboration are key to the community and
regional dynamics of new venture creation (Kozmetsky 1993). It was born in the early
days of technopolis programs and technology incubators, and it sought to reinvent
business through community collaboration:
‘The solutions to many critical issues and problems now demand an integrated,
holistic and flexible approach that blends technology, management, and scientific,
socio-economic, cultural and political ramifications in an atmosphere of profound
change and extreme time compression’ (Kozmetsky 1993).
Networks of community organizations and influentials have been recognized as a
critical factor in describing the culture and capacity of a region (Florida 2012; Saxenian
2007; Rosenberg 2002; Nishizawa 2011). With ubiquitous communications adopted in
the past decade, time pressures have intensified (Yotsumoto 2010), business globaliza-
tion has accelerated, and institutional structures have diversified (Mrak 2000). These
changes have served to blur the boundaries of traditionally defined sectors and increase
the importance and influence of formal and informal collaboration networks.Interfirm networks and business ecosystems
With the complexity of product and service development and with markets now be-
coming increasingly disintegrated vertically and horizontally, there have been both a
need and an opportunity for new perspectives that conceptualize interfirm relations in
innovation (Iansiti and Levien 2004) and identify pathways by which relationships affect
business success (Svendsen et al. 2001). The formation of networks and alliances has
been particularly beneficial in technology industries as this approach has allowed firms
to share risks in development and obtain access to synergistic knowledge (Eisenhardt
and Schoonhoven 1996; Adner 2012). Studies have shown that interfirm networks are
an effective organizational form to improve firm performance, speed of innovation, and
organizational learning (Ahuja 2000; Gulati et al. 2000). Other studies have adopted a
complex networked systems perspective to examine why, when, and how interfirm net-
works and alliances form and change (Gulati et al. 2000). Mechanisms for multiple, in-
dependent paths to link structurally cohesive actors in ways that could enable transfer
of resources and coordination of activity have also been demonstrated (Moody and
White 2003; Kajikawa et al. 2010).
Concepts of business ecosystems represent an offshoot of interfirm networks. Busi-
ness ecosystems are comprised of heterogeneous and continuously evolving sets of
firms that are interconnected through a complex, global network of relationships
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relationships to create and deliver products and services (Basole and Rouse 2008;
Dougherty and Dunne 2011). The complex networked systems approach has also been
used to study value networks and ecosystems in a variety of industries (Adner 2012;
Basole and Rouse 2008; Rosenkopf and Schilling 2008). This view combines both the
resource dependency and the coalition perspective and suggests that interfirm networks
are complex systems characterized by co-evolving actors engaged in collaboration and
co-opetition (Iansiti and Levien 2004; Kajikawa et al. 2010) as well as the emergence of
collective invention (Powell and Giannella 2010).Methods of evaluating innovation
The need for better measures in innovation is central to the generation, diffusion, and
exploitation of knowledge and the subsequent economic growth, development, and the
well-being of nations (OECD 2005). The conceptual underpinnings of the Innovation
Ecosystem approach evolve from the Technopolis model and the Triple Helix model, syn-
thesizing from their theories as well their practical implications. Additionally, the
innovation ecosystem concept is a result of theoretical extensions of work in inventor net-
works (Powell and Giannella 2010) and of interfirm networks, alliances, and innovation
(Gulati 1998; Moore 1993; Oliver 1990) as well as the importance of human networks
(Hwang and Horowitt 2012), all recognizing the systemic approach. Hence, the term
innovation ecosystem has been applied to address the complexities related to innovation
(Durst and Poutanen 2013) and the importance of relational capital (Still et al. 2014a).Innovation indicators and rankings
Much of the current support for decision makers and policy makers within the context
of metropolitan areas highlights traditional innovation indicators such as GDP job
growth as well as specific R&D-related measures such as R&D expenditures and patent
activity. For example, OECD indicators for regions include demographic statistics,
innovation indicators (R&D expenditures, education, and patenting activity), labor sta-
tistics, regional accounts (Gross Domestic Product indicators), and social indicators
(for example, for health and safety; OECD 2014; http://stats.oecd.org/).
There are also many composite indicators that address innovation in regional, metro-
politan, and city levels. Oftentimes, these are presented in forms of ranking lists, based
on selected variables and their weighted importance, and they are based on analysis on
data, for example, from Oxford Economics, Moody’s Analytics, and the U.S. Census
Bureau. These lists or rankings examine the role of metropolitan areas in driving econ-
omies and the desire to create a platform for cities and metropolitan areas to boost
competitiveness in the global marketplace (Brookings 2014).a
In addition, there are many lists that are more limited and whose scientific and statistical
bases are not quite so clear. For example, the list of most technologically innovative cities
(http://www.citiesjournal.com/16-most-technologically-innovative-cities-in-the-world/) does
not state the origins nor how the data were analyzed. The list for the most inventive cities is
based on patent intensity according to OECD statistics (Pentland 2013). The rigorous ana-
lysis of information submitted by nominees for the intelligent communities awards is not
described (https://www.intelligentcommunity.org/).
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and economic growth are incomplete, not addressing the intangibility of innovation,
and lacking in detail and timeliness (Still et al. 2013b). For example, using patents as in-
dicators has been criticized because their value is typically realized only after 10 years,
and they represent only one aspect of knowledge-based contributions (Langford et al.
2006). Such time-constrained indicators may miss important cues about the rapid
growth of fast-scaling digital technology companies such as Supercell in 2014.
Relationship focus - a critical element
In regional and metropolitan areas, local and regional development deals, alliances, and
partnerships frequently include actors from the community and civil society as well as
from formal organizations in the public, in both profit, and not for profit sectors.
Though it is generally agreed that relationships are important (following the old adage
‘It is not what you know but who you know’), there is considerable confusion over
exactly what outcomes are actually attributable to relationships, and there is agreement
that the evaluation of relationships is complex (Cropper et al. 2008). A relationship
focus has been largely missing from innovation indicators and rankings, as illustrated
in the list of the 31 segments of indicators of innovative cities; in which none of the
162 indicators includes the word ‘relationship’ (Figure 1).
A clear step forward can be found in the newest version of the Oslo Manual, which pro-
vides guidelines for collecting and interpreting innovation data. It includes a recommenda-
tion on how to measure the linkages as ‘each linkage connects the innovating enterprise to
other actors in the innovation system: government laboratories, universities, policy depart-
ments, regulators, competitors, suppliers and customers’ (OECD 2005, p. 76). The guide-
lines are geared toward innovation surveys of organizations. These measures concentrate
on sources knowledge and technology to be transferred; and as the results of such
organizational surveys can be collected and analyzed based on metropolitan areas, they
have the potential to contribute to insights on the relationship dimension of innovation.Research methodology
To explore the relationship dimension of spatially defined innovation ecosystems, we
conducted a comparative network analytic study of institutional and personal relation-
ships among business entities, using multiple, exploratory, data-driven analyses of three
metropolitan areas: (1) the Austin, Texas Metropolitan Area; (2) the Minneapolis/St.
Paul (Twin Cities) Minnesota Corridor; and (3) the Greater Metropolitan Area of Paris,
France. The mid-continent geographical locations of the three capital cities providedFigure 1 Screenshot of the segments of innovation indicators (2ThinkNow 2014).
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in the relationships networks of these three urban areas provided sources of ground
truth for sensemaking of the results of these explorations.
Our goal was to reveal insights about the innovation ecosystem of each metropolitan
area to test our hypotheses that the innovation character of these areas would be
reflected in the data-driven, evidence-based metrics, and visual patterns of relationship
networks in each area. Generally, Austin is seen to exemplify a relatively recent but
thriving entrepreneurial hub, whereas the Twin Cities Corridor has been rooted in a co-
hort of established family-based agribusiness and commerce enterprises, with technol-
ogy enterprises and transportation emerging in recent decades. Paris has a tricentennial
history as an international metropolitan area in which family-based holding companies
and national-regional governmental organizations provide structure and resources for
business stability and growth.
We used data from multiple data sources, both proprietary and public, about corpor-
ate and business relationships, examining companies, individuals, and financing organi-
zations. The roles of universities are not highlighted in this paper, though they have
been explored with previous studies, showing that the universities participate in busi-
ness creation by connecting individuals with business intentions to each other (Rubens
et al. 2011) and to organizations (Still et al. 2012). Neither is the role of government
highlighted, mainly due to the limitations of the datasets used in this analysis.
Our research process was oriented to the IETF, shown in Figure 2, which emphasizes
the relationship dimension of innovation as the mechanism for shared vision to be de-
veloped within and across organizations, through knowledge transfer, technology dis-
semination, and organizational change (Russell et al. 2011). The IETF recognizes that
the co-created value as well as the progress toward desired transformations are both
realized through events, their impacts over time, and through coalitions of relationships
(which can be measured and tracked). Through relationships that co-create a shared
vision of the future, interaction, and feedback enable people involved in change to
transform the ecosystem. Changes in the actors and changes in their relationships
reveal modifications in the coalitions that provide the network’s structure. Over time,
these shifts can be tracked, measured, and visualized to reveal and anticipateFigure 2 Innovation ecosystems transformation framework (Russell et al. 2011). Translate, measure and
transform an innovation ecosystem.
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to track, measure, and visualize snapshots of innovation regional ecosystems (Russell
1995) and transnational (Still et al. 2014a) levels.
Visualizations are integral to the IETF in that they create common ground on which
shared vision can be developed. As a process research approach, IETF conceptualizes
change as interrelated states in the development or growth of an organization (Van de
Ven and Poole 2005). Analysis of states at single points in time provides snapshots;
comparison of changes over time shows impact. Metrics revealing relational capital pro-
vide insights into the new coalitions and shared vision through which transformation can
be orchestrated.
Data-driven process for measuring and visualizing
The utility of using network modeling for innovation ecosystems comes from the reve-
lation of relationship-based structures as patterns of connections and interactions
within an ecosystem (Green and Sadedin 2005). Social network analysis (SNA) studies
the structure of networks of social actors (Wellman 1988). It has been used to study
the sociological relationships of people and organizations (Wasserman and Faust 1994;
Welser et al. 2007), as well as the nested structures of individuals, firms, and their rela-
tionships (Moody and White 2003; Halinen et al. 2012). Networks are composed of
nodes and their connections, or social links (Krackhardt and Hanson 1993). Visual net-
work analysis allows the investigators to observe the emerging structures and patterns
and to share their findings to others (Freeman 2000). Network analysis can be used to
reveal the flow of information, talent, and financial resources through the relationships
of leadership individuals and their associated firms (Russell et al. 2011). Liu et al.
(2011) have shown that understanding the structure of a network is a key factor in the
controllability of both engineered and real complex networks. In this light, results of
network analysis can contribute insights for ecosystem transformation.
A study of Japanese interfirm networks in regional clusters (Kajikawa et al. 2010) is one
of the few examples of investigating multiscale business structures; it explored network
structures with quantitative network metrics using data about supplier-user relationships.
Our methodology shares basic elements of that methodology in an approach formalizedFigure 3 IETF four-stage network analysis process for evidence-based visualizations for shared vision.
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driven, using network analytics, network metrics, and their visualizations to explain the
relationship dimension of innovation ecosystems. The basic approach, with n sources of
data, is shown in Figure 3.
The four-stage Ostinato process of developing these visualizations involves: boundary
specification; metrics identification; computation, analysis, and visualization; and sense-
making and storytelling (Huhtamäki et al. 2015) and is adaptable to include a variety of
analytical objectives and data sources (Basole et al. 2013a; Still et al. 2013b). The
process is iterative and, therefore, can begin anywhere in the loop. The choices at each
step of the four-stage network analysis process are customized for each case. Selection
of the boundaries, metrics, mix of data analysis-visualizations, and sensemaking pro-
cesses are based on the requirements of the insight needs of the transformation orches-
tration agents.
Factors associated with the changes can be further analyzed through quantitative or
qualitative methods to understand opportunities for intervention in the innovation ecosys-
tem. Visualization of the process aids in the discovery, exploration, and communication of
complex business ecosystems (Basole et al. 2013a; Basole et al. 2013b; Basole 2014).
Boundary specification and determining the data
The parameters for data selection are based on the boundary specifications (Basole
et al. 2015) and driven by the nature and intent of the problem, the questions being
asked, and the costs involved. This process inherently includes trade-off, as setting the
boundaries impacts not only the quantity of data but also might have an impact on the
quality and relevance of data. It is adaptable to include a variety of data sources. When
focusing on relationships, getting relational data is the key.
Boundary specification involves determining and selecting the essential parameters
and data points (primitives) of the network architecture (Ahuja et al. 2012), including
nodes, node types (e.g., firms, people, financial institutions, etc.), and relationship types
(e.g., board participation, investment, supply chain, marketing, licensing, etc.) and spe-
cifying the desired analysis timeframe. The selection of primitives is determined by the
objectives of the analysis (Huhtamäki et al. 2015).
If shortage of real-time innovation data was previously a challenge, this no longer
constitutes an issue. In addition to traditional, official, and curated data, there now ex-
ists a vast sea of available data ‘as the next frontier for innovation, competition and
productivity’ (McKinsey 2011). Through company websites, published announcements,
and filings, blogposts, microblogging, and community-built information resources, as
well as through open data policies increasingly being implemented (Still et al. 2012),
data are openly available. These sources provide unprecedented access to new data, up-
dated in real-time, complementing the traditional data sources of official curated data
sources, which sometimes have limited availability and accessibility.
Metrics identification
Insight objectives and decision processes guide the selection of metrics for the network
analysis process used for the IETF. Social network and graph theoretic metrics that can
be useful for understanding the relational dynamics of an innovation ecosystem can be
categorized at two levels of analysis, the whole network (ecosystem), and the node level
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dynamics at each level, although related, are also distinct (Zaheer et al. 2010).
Computation, analysis, and visualization
The implementation of the computation, analysis, and visualization step is a combination
of interactive computing (Goldin et al. 2010), knowledge discovery (Fayyad and Stolorz
1997), information visualization (Card et al. 1999), and visual analytics (Wright 1997; Heer
and Shneiderman 2012). Raw data that is harvested across various sources, online, and
proprietary, as required by the case context, is refined and curated to create a coherent
and consistent dataset that provides a solid base for the analysis. From this data, network
representations of the underlying structure of an ecosystem are created (Huhtamäki et al.
2015). Both actor (node) and network (ecosystem) level metrics can be calculated, and the
data is transformed to support the analysis and facilitate sensemaking and storytelling
through visualizations of the networks structure.
Sensemaking and storytelling
Sensemaking is an important aspect of insight and development. It has been used in
many domains including organizational research, educational research, and decision
science (Weick 1995); yet there is no universal definition for sensemaking. Klein et al.
(Klein et al. 2006) offer two forms of definitions: the simple one is ‘making sense of
things’; the more comprehensive one is ‘a motivated, continuous effort to understand
connections which can be among people placing events in order to anticipate that tra-
jectories and act effectively’. Using the data/frame theory (Klein et al. 2006), the sense-
making process takes place within a frame - here the IETF. The Frame manages our
attention as we define, connect, and filter the data. Visualizations facilitate this process.
By tracking anomalies, detecting inconsistencies, judging plausibility, and gauging data
quality, we Question the Frame. If we disagree with the frame, we go back to the data
and reframe. If we agree with the frame, we preserve it and elaborate on it by adding
and filling slots, seeking inferring data, discovering new data and relationships, and dis-
carding data. Through iteration and discussion, stakeholders may detect a pattern and
match and/or adjust their frame - or mental model, their shared vision. Together, this
forms a complete sensemaking loop.
While information visualization includes data transformation, representation, and
interaction, it is ultimately about harnessing human visual perception capabilities to
help identify trends, patterns, and outliers. Sensemaking has its roots in cognitive
psychology, and many different models have been developed (North 2006). The consen-
sus across these models is that sensemaking procedures are cyclic and interactive, in-
volving both discovery and creation. During the generation loop, an individual searches
for representations. In the data coverage loop, these representations are instantiated.
Based in these insights, the representation may be shifted to begin the process again.
The sensemaking and storytelling step of the IETF process is closely linked to the
insight objectives (Konno et al. 2014), and the iteration of the analytical process is the key
in identifying programmatic and messaging opportunities to activate action plans (Card
et al. 1999). Visualizations and their dissemination through storytelling also serve to amp-
lify social capital through its cognitive dimension (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). The true
purpose of visualization is more than pretty pictures and does not eliminate the need for
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have recognized that network orchestrators must engage in sensemaking for external au-
diences who have little or no prior understanding of a proposed initiative or its ‘rightness’.Comparative analysis of three metropolitan areas
Our comparative network analytic study of complex systems used data-driven network
metrics and their visualizations to explain the relationship dimension of three metro-
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In this exploration, we concentrated on the three metropolitan areas of: Austin, Texasb,
the Twin Cities of Minnesotac, and Metropolitan Parisd. As shown in Table 1, the pro-
files of these three mid-continent capitals were expected to be different, justifying their
selection for the purposes of this paper. The selection was further supported on the
basis of knowledge available through previous ecosystem studies of Austin (Russell
et al. 2013a), the Twin Cities Corridor (Russell et al. 2013c), and Metropolitan Paris
(Russell et al. 2013b).Determining the data
To reveal insights about the overall innovation ecosystem of each metropolitan area,
multiple sources of data about relationships were used to create three datasets, as
shown in Table 2. We used curated data for Deals and Alliance Relationships (DAR)
among companies - a single-mode dataset - to understand the context of innovation
created by established businesses. We used curated multimodal datasets - companies,
their key individuals, and financing organizations - built from openly available online
sources for Executive and Finance Relationships (EFR) and Startup and Angel Relation-
ships (SAR). All data sources were cumulative over the same time periods. From each
of the three data sets (DAR, ERF, and SAR), we selected companies with headquarters
or branch offices having mailing addresses in the metropolitan areas of: Austin, Texas;
the Twin Cities Corridor; and Metropolitan Paris. The spatial identification of each area
included the suburban city names associated with respective identification of that
metropolitan area. For purposes of comparability, neither educational nor government
agencies were included; the emphasis in this analysis is on business relationships.Table 2 Comparison of data sources and datasets
DAR EFR SAR




Source Proprietary (Thomson Reuters Financial)
based on US SEC Data
Innovation Ecosystems (IEN) dataset (Rubens et al.
2010), a socially constructed data source maintained
for research purposes (based on social media, news,
and press releases)
Type of data Alliance data (strategic, R&D, marketing,
manufacturing, licensing, and supply) and
status (active, terminated, pending) of
public and private firms (37 SIC Codes,
4-digit)
Relationship data of public and private firms,
founders and key executives, angels and financial
organizations, educational institutions, funding




Corporation to corporation Individuals to companies, financing by individuals,
companies, and VCs to companies, individuals to
educational institutions




Data size More than 200,000





Comment One of the most prominent,
comprehensive, and accurate commercial
databases used in the study of global
interfirm relationships across multiple
sectors (Schilling 2009)
Collection of socially constructed data about
technology-oriented companies in the information
communication technology fields and the service
companies (legal, accounting, advertising) that
support them
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We focused on the relational structure of three spatially defined areas, describing the
relationship networks of business ecosystems at three layers of the ecosystem - enter-
prise, growth, and startup - creating a multiscopic view at the macro-, meso-, and
micro-levels of the innovation ecosystem (Kajikawa et al. 2010; Still et al. 2012; Basole
et al. 2015). The selection of metrics to describe the relationship dimension of the three
metropolitan innovation ecosystems was guided by the spatial emphasis of this journal
issue and the data available.
Snapshot metrics of deals and alliances among enterprises use several metrics to re-
veal relational capital for each metropolitan area. These metrics describe the business
context in which new companies are growing. Snapshot metrics of the ecosystemic var-
iables recommended by Still et al. (2014a) and, as shown in Table 3, were used to reveal
the context of the established business environment (DAR) and the creation of new
innovation networks (EFR and SAR) in each metropolitan area. The links between
nodes reflect relationships, which Jackson (2008) refers to as equilibrium states reflect-
ing choices based on the availability, as well as the cost and benefits, of relationship for-
mation. For all levels of the regional networks, strategic intent in link formation is
assumed. In this context, we have interpreted network metrics as indicators of the rela-
tional capital of innovation ecosystems: Profile, Engagement, Relational Potential, Vital-
ity, Linking Factor, and Embeddedness.
 The quantities and proportions of various types of actors (nodes) and their ties
(edges) provide a Profile of strategic relationships. We computed the Ratio of
Edge-to-node to indicate the Profile of the relational capital at each level (Russell
et al. 2011).
 In the single-mode networks at the enterprise level, we used Average Degree value
to indicate the Relationship Potential of the ecosystem. By Relational Potential, we
refer to the number of connections available - that could be established. In a fashion
similar to scale-free networks (Barabási and Bonabeau 2003), the probability of like
entities becoming connected is proportional to the Average Degree (Newman 2002).Table 3 Network metrics for ecosystem relational capital indicators
Relational capital indicator Description Network metric
Profile The size and composition of the ecosystem Number of nodes
Numbers of edges
Types of actors
Engagement Number of connections between nodes
in the ecosystem
Ratio of edge to node
Relationship potential Average number of available connections
per entity
Average degree
Vitality The actual interconnectedness in the
ecosystem relative to the potential
Density
Linking Factor Showing the availability of bridging
relationships across the ecosystem
Average betweenness centrality
Embeddedness The ecosystem’s ability to change over
time based on the connections among
individual entities
Main component - size
and proportion
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measure of the Vitality of the ecosystem, its health, and liveliness - the extent to
which transactions in that city may occur.
 As an indicator of the Linking Factor, we use Average Betweenness Centrality to
show the availability of bridging relationships across the ecosystem (Still et al.
2014a).
 As an indicator of Embeddedness, a state of cohesion in which a group’s members
possess bonds linking them to one another and to the group as a whole (Cartwright
1968), we computed the size of the Main Component and the proportion of total
nodes in the Main Component. We used Embeddedness as an indicator of shared
vision (Russell et al. 2011). Embeddedness reflects the connections among
individual entities (Licht 2010), as an indicator of how entities within that
ecosystemic level can reach each other, directly or indirectly, from the ‘friends of
friends’ perspective (Burt 1992; Coleman 1990).
To present the data as a network and its metrics in a visual form, we developed a set
of tailored batch-processing tools in Python. These tools compile the source data ac-
cording to the boundary specification, create the network, and calculate metrics. To ex-
plore and visualize the networks, we used Gephi, an interactive network analysis
platform that implements a core set of key functionalities for visual network analytics
(Bastian et al. 2009). These network layouts were created using a force-driven algo-
rithm in which nodes repel each other and edges pull the connected nodes together
(Noack 2009), revealing the spatial structure of relationships. Color coding was added
to differentiate node type: red shows companies; green shows finance organizations;
and blue shows key individuals (founders, C-suite, board members.) In a graph theoret-
ical perspective, force-driven layout reveals the macro-level structure of the network in-
cluding the key clusters, the key brokers in the network, as well as possible structural
holes (Burt 1992).Sensemaking and storytelling
The sensemaking step completes the cycle, using spatial descriptions, regional business
history, and collateral metrics of the three metropolitan areas to provide context for
the relational capital revealed in the networks of the three innovation ecosystems. In
this paper, storytelling is deployed to provide context for interpreting the quantitative
results of the analysis across relational indicators at three levels of the three
ecosystems.Findings
The findings are expressed in a snapshot approach in order to gain insights into the cu-
mulative structure of their innovation ecosystems. Quantitative indicators reveal insights
about the particular profiles and structures; however, when presented with the network vi-
sualizations (Figures 4, 5, and 6), the structures become explicit and actionable. Relational
indicators are presented for the enterprise level of the three metropolitan ecosystems,
followed by the growth and the startup levels.
Figure 4 Enterprise level ecosystem visualizations for three metropolitan areas (DAR dataset).
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At the enterprise level, deals and alliances with local firms reflect each network’s character,
its size, density, agility, and closure or openness (Moody and White 2003; Kajikawa et al.
2010) based on local relationshipse in the ecosystem.
Austin’s enterprise level: deals and alliance relationships
Our sample of enterprises reporting deals and alliances during the 1990 to 2013 period
revealed 497 deal or alliance transactions among 675 Austin-based companies during
the 13-year period of this data. Several discrete components can be seen in Figure 4,
and the main component in this level includes 11% of the companies in Austin’s en-
terprise ecosystem, as shown in Table 4. Although the size of the components seen in
Figure 4 differs significantly, two show a pattern of second-order relationships, that
is, the companies with which they transacted also made deals and alliances with other
companies.
Twin cities deals and alliance relationships
The enterprise level of deals and alliances in the Twin Cities Corridor, as shown in
Figure 4, consists of 1,406 companies connected by 1,126 transactions, with an edge-
to-node ratio of 87%. Four discrete components are observed in this level, and theyFigure 5 Growth level ecosystem visualizations for three metropolitan areas (EFR dataset).
Figure 6 Startup level ecosystem visualizations for three metropolitan areas (SAR dataset).
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ponent contains 86 nodes, reflecting only 6% of the Twin City enterprises linked to
this largest component.Parisian deals and alliance relationships
The enterprise level of Greater Paris includes 4,396 businesses in the DAR dataset; they
are connected through 6,077 deal and alliance transactions, showing high relational
capital in the edge-to-node ratio of 138%. As shown in Table 4, the main component
includes 2,699 nodes (61%) of the nodes in the level. Clockwise in Figure 4, the inter-
connected components reflect the chemical, medical, software, mobile, energy, tele-
communications, technology, banking, and travel.The growth level: executive and financing relationships
At the growth level, companies have access to knowledge, financial resources, and labor
through relationships with key executives and financial organizations, as well as
through business relationships with larger enterprises.Table 4 Enterprise level ecosystem relationship indicators for three metropolitan areas
(DAR dataset)
Relational indicators Network metric Austin Twin cities Paris
Profile Number of nodes 675 1406 4396
Number of edges 497 1126 6077
Engagement Ratio of edge to node 0.74 0.87 1.38
Relational potential Average degree 1.47 1.74 2.77
Vitality Density 0.0022 0.0012 0.0011
Linking factor Average betweenness centrality 0.0001 0.0000 0.0004
Embeddedness Main component
Number of nodes 72 86 2699
Percent of nodes 11 6 61
Table 5 Growth level ecosystem relationship indicators for three metropolitan areas
(EFR dataset)
Relational indicators Network metric Austin Twin cities Paris
Profile Number of nodes 2,501 1,358 1,405
Number of edges 2,193 978 1,102
Engagement Ratio of edge to node 0.88 0.72 0.78
Relational potential Company avg degree 2.89 1.94 1.88
Finance org avg degree 1.76 1.35 3.12
Individual avg degree 1.03 1.05 1.07
Vitality Density 0.0007 0.0011 0.0011
Linking factor Average betweenness centrality 0.0022 0.0018 0.0002
Embeddedness Main component 1,132 190 428
Number of nodes 45 14 30
Percent of nodes
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Growth companies with primary or branch offices in the Austin Metropolitan Area
ecosystem of finance and executive relationships include 830 companies (red nodes).
As shown in Figure 5, these companies are connected by 2,193 relationships (edges),
which include 1,385 executive-level individuals (blue nodes) and 286 financing organi-
zations (green nodes) in the Austin growth level. The high ratio of key individuals and
financial organizations to Austin companies can be seen in Table 5. The average degree
value of Austin growth companies is 2.89, and the financial organizations in the growth
level show an average degree value of 1.76. The average betweenness centrality for the
Austin growth level is 0.0022.
Twin cities executives and financing relationships
The growth companies in the Twin Cities Region (Figure 5) consist of 1,358 nodes and
978 edges, and its ecosystem level has an edge-to-node ratio of 72%. Ninety-two (92) fi-
nancial partners, 697 key individuals, and 569 companies are present in this level, and
the main component consists of 190 nodes, 14% of the nodes in the level (Table 5).
The average betweenness centrality for the Twin Cities growth level is 0.0018.
Parisian executives and financing relationships
The ecosystem level of Parisian growth companies is visualized in Figure 5 and includes
1,102 edges and 1,405 nodes, of which 619 are companies, 687 are key individuals, and 99
are financing organizations. The average degree value of companies, financing organiza-
tions, and individuals are 1.88, 3.12, and 1.07, respectively. Table 5 shows that the ratio of
edge to node in the Parisian growth level is 78%, with a density value of 0.001, and that
companies in this growth level have an average degree value of 1.88. The main component
consists of 428 nodes, 30% of the level; the average betweenness centrality is 0.0002.
The startup level: startup and angel relationships
The startup level reflects the nursery of innovation in each of the regional metropolitan
areas. The survival and growth of new companies require resources from relationships
with key executives, investors, and angels.
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Our data reveal that during the period of 1995 to 2014, 475 startup companies were
launched in the Austin Metropolitan Service Area. Eight hundred seventy-eight (878) key
individuals and 331 investors and angels have been associated with Austin startup com-
panies, and the relationships of these individuals to the startup companies indicate an
edge-to-node ratio of 98% and a density value of 0.0012. As shown in Figure 6, the largest
component includes 825 nodes (49%) and has an average degree value of 3.46 for Austin’s
startup companies. The average betweenness centrality for Austin’s startup level is 0.0017.
Twin cities startup and angels relationships
In Figure 6, we see that the startup level of the Twin Cities consists of 351 nodes, of
which 104 are companies, 205 are key individuals, and 42 are investors and angels. The
density value of this level is 0.0044; the average degree value of companies in this level
is 2.57. The ratio of nodes to edges in the Twin Cities startup level is 67%, with 18
nodes (5%) in the largest component (Table 6). The average betweenness centrality of
companies in the Twin Cities startup level is 0.00001.
Parisian startup and angels relationships
Figure 6 shows the Parisian startup level and reveals 576 edges and 730 nodes, of which
245 are companies, 378 are key individuals, and 107 investors and angels. The ratio of
edge to node in the Parisian startup level, as shown in Table 6, is 79%. The average de-
gree value of companies at this level of the ecosystem is 2.35. The density value is
0.00216, with an average betweenness centrality of 0.0001. The main component of this
level includes 82 nodes (11%) of the ecosystem.
Discussion
In this paper, we explored how relationships in innovation ecosystems, spatially defined
by metropolitan areas, can be analyzed and visualized to characterize multiscopic
innovation ecosystems at the enterprise, growth, and startup levels. Data-driven visuali-
zations and metrics provided a description of ‘an ecosystem’ in which companies, indi-
viduals, and financing organizations co-innovate to solve economic challenges (Smith
and Leydesdorff 2011). As neither ranges nor benchmarks for relational indicators have
been established, we discuss our findings in a relative sense, comparing metrics withinTable 6 Startup level ecosystem relationship indicators for three metropolitan areas
(SAR dataset)
Relational indicators Network metric Austin Twin cities Paris
Profile Number of nodes 1684 351 730
Number of edges 1642 267 576
Engagement Ratio of edge to node 0.98 0.76 0.79
Relational potential Company avg degree 3.46 2.57 2.35
Individual avg degree 2.56 1.00 1.17
Vitality Density 0.0012 0.0044 0.0022
Linking factor Average betweenness centrality 0.0017 0.0000 0.0001
Embeddedness Main component 825 18 82
Number of nodes 49 5 11
Percent of nodes
Table 7 Relative relational capital indicators of ecosystem levels in three metropolitan
areas
Indicator Engagement Relational potential Vitality Linking factor Embeddedness
Austin
Enterprise Low Moderate Moderate Low Low
Growth Moderate High Low High Moderate
Startup High High Moderate High Moderate
Twin cities
Enterprise Low High Moderate Low Low
Growth Low Moderate Moderate High Low
Startup Moderate Moderate High Low Low
Paris
Enterprise Moderate High Low Low High
Growth Moderate Moderate Moderate Low Moderate
Startup Moderate Moderate Moderate Low Low
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dicators within each of the three metropolitan areas and show interesting similarities
and differences across the three business ecosystems, as shown in Table 7.Greater Austin, an entrepreneurial region
The Greater Austin business innovation ecosystem shows relatively high relational po-
tential and linking factor at the growth and startup levels and relatively high engage-
ment at the startup level. The vitality of Austin’s growth level is concentrated in the
financial organizations, companies, and key individuals that are already part of the main
component of networked innovation; other entities in the growth level are less con-
nected to local resources. The relatively low density of the Austin growth level indicates a
general pattern of single relationships for many of the nodes, in contrast to the very large
main component. Entities connected to this main component are likely to have access to
the flow of insights, talent, and financial resources in the growth level of Austin’s ecosys-
tem, while those not included in it may be impoverished for such resources. Austin is
known for its tolerance to alternative lifestyles, and some unconnected companies may be
lifestyle businesses. Risk is inherent in innovation, and the presence of financial institu-
tions at both the growth and startup levels may indicate a local willingness to accept the
risk of failure that is inherent in creating new businesses. It would be reasonable to expect
companies in Austin’s growth level to increasingly reach outside the Austin Metropolitan
area for additional relational capital to fuel their transition to the enterprise level.
The enterprise level of Greater Austin’s innovation ecosystem shows relatively modest
local relational capital, as seen in the relatively low linking factor of Austin enterprises.
Austin’s deals and alliances reveal little interdependence between Austin-based corpo-
rations and the enterprises with central roles in the two larger components. The rela-
tively low social cohesion and vitality of Austin’s enterprises may indicate their reliance
on relationships outside the Greater Austin area for resourcesf. The smaller size of the
main component in the enterprise level may indicate less dependence on local relation-
ships, in the context of global deals and alliances.
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The relational capital of the Twin Cities is distributed across the various levels of the
ecosystem. The enterprise level has the largest number of entities and has the highest
relational capital - as shown by the ratio of edge to node, although its main component
is relatively small, perhaps due to a reliance on non-local deals and alliances rather than
local ones. The growth level exhibits the greatest embeddedness and exists in the con-
text of a modest relational capital, shown by the edge-to-node ratio. Resources of the
local financial organizations create connections across a number of growth companies,
but the availability of enterprise support (corporate investments or deals) is a key as-
pect of the Twin Cities ecosystem. Although small, the startup level of the Twin Cities
business ecosystem has relatively high degree value and density. Like the growth level,
the companies in the startup level are dependent on relationships with larger local
companies to assure survival and fuel growth. Synergies across the few small clusters to
help them acquire investments and sales are a yet unrealized potential.
Relational assets for innovation can be found in the relatively high relational potential of
its enterprise level, in the relatively high vitality or its startup level, and in the relatively high
linking factor of its growth level. Twin Cities startups may find it easier to grow by establish-
ing supplier relationships with local enterprises than through investment from financial orga-
nizations. Three key entities dominate the relationships at the growth level. Few Twin Cities
financial organizations have multiple local investments, and local co-investments are also in-
frequent. Embeddedness due to deals and alliances among Twin Cities enterprises is lowg.
Metropolitan Paris, entrepreneurial energy within a legacy area
The relational capital for innovation in Metropolitan Paris shows yet another profile. The
strength of the Paris business ecosystem resides in the relational capital and social cohe-
sion of the large and well-connected enterprise level of the ecosystem. All businesses have
at least one connection, and the dominance of the very large main component, against the
low density value, indicates a scale-free profile, in which preferential advantage among
entities in the main network is highly likely. At the enterprise level, the analysis shows
relatively high embeddedness and relational potential; local strength is global for Parisian
enterprises. This may indicate a scale-free scenario, reflecting an environment of ‘rich get
richer’ through preferential attachment (Barabási and Bonabeau 2003). The Parisian
innovation ecosystem is dominated by its enterprises.
The relational potential of Parisian companies at the growth and startup levels is modest,
as is their vitality. The high degree value of the startup level of the Parisian ecosystem and
the relatively high density value indicate vitality in this level, even in the absence of strong
social cohesion that might be exhibited with greater connectivity across the small clusters in
the startup level. A cohort of financial organizations invests in multiple Parisian companies
and co-invests with other Parisian financial organizations. The companies’ degree value is in
contrast to the density level and the average betweenness centrality, perhaps indicating a
chasm in the relational capital of the Paris enterprise ecosystem - a separation between the
independent businesses and those that are part of the establishment.
Insights for network orchestration
Across the three ecosystems, indicators of relational capital provide important insights
into the complexity of the business strand of the Triple Helix. Within this strand, the
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orchestration.
Up to the mid-1980s, the activities of the flagship campus of The University of Texas
and Austin’s capitol city dominated the identity and economy of the Austin Metropol-
itan Area. With the infusion of highly educated technical professionals who came to
Austin to establish the USA’s first for-profit R&D consortium (Microelectronics and
Computer Technology Corporation, MCC) and the relocation of 3 M’s research opera-
tions, the Austin ecosystem changed (Browning et al. 1995; Gibson & Rogers 1994).
With their migration, those high-tech argonauts (Saxenian 2007) exhibited an ability to
change and innovate; they brought their networks as well as their knowledge. Their
continuing relationships with enterprises and other entities in their original cities may
hold untapped relational capital for Austin. Interventions in the Greater Austin ecosys-
tem could be directed to helping companies in the dynamic growth and startup levels
achieve scale through relationships with non-local financial organizations and through
deals and alliances with non-local companies. Access to these non-local relationships
could be facilitated through relationships with local enterprises.
The evolution of the innovation ecosystem in the Twin Cities Corridor has taken
place in the context of a local economy that dominates its regional context. The eco-
nomic basis of the Twin Cities evolved from milling to mining to mainframes. During
the mid-twentieth century, national R&D programs fueled the growth of technology
companies and gave rise to a cohort of information technology companies focused on
computers. The information computer technology (ICT) sector underwent a serious
decline during the mid-80s when Minnesota enacted stiff environmental regulations
that controlled the toxic chemicals used in semiconductor manufacturing. The surviv-
ing elements of the Twin Cities’ ICT ecosystem were those based on medical technolo-
gies, most components of which could be procured from non-Minnesota firms and
assembled into sophisticated finished products in Minnesota, building core competen-
cies in outsourcing and distribution. Interventions to energize innovation that contrib-
utes to the Twin Cities’ Corridor’s economy could leverage the shared vision among
key individuals who survived this transition and have already built an embedded culture
of philanthropy and social services. Their primary and secondary business connections
create the potential of one company’s relationships to serve as resources for another
company. Secondary connections within the ecosystem add to local relational capital.
The relational capital of established enterprises could be leveraged to build a shared vi-
sion of opportunities for local startups, risk-taking for innovation, and of co-investing
by financial organizations and angels.
As in the Twin Cities Corridor, the historical antecedents of relationships observed in
the Paris Metropolitan Areah ecosystem may have produced resistance to disruptive
forces (Gross and Martin 1952) aligned judgments (Lott and Lott 1965), and strength-
ened self-regulating processes of rewards and punishments within the ecosystem.
Power inequity exists between the relational capital of highly connected nodes in the
enterprise level and those of the emerging growth and startup levels. In Metropolitan
Paris, interventions could focus on building local collaborations among enterprises,
growth companies, and startups, as well as increasing the relationship capital among
angels and financial organizations to build a shared understanding of perceived social
rewards for taking innovation risks. Interventions at the enterprise level could catalyze
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also enhance the resilience of enterprises to evolve their business models in the context
of global competition. New initiatives, such as those of CapDigital and similar change
agents, increase the relational capital of growth and startup companies by facilitating the
collaboration of small companies and enterprises on national and European projects.
These may expand local resources for Parisian startups and help Parisian growth com-
panies step up to enterprise alliances.
The innovation ecosystems in all three metropolitan areas illustrate the inherent ten-
sion between embeddedness and agility. Entities in a relationship network can share
knowledge, economize costs and pool resources, and obtain access to markets and
technologies (Burt 1992; Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 1996; Powell et al. 1996; Uzzi
1996; Owen-Smith and Powell 2009). Learning ability and absorptive capacity are en-
hanced through relationships (Cohen and Levinthal 1990), as knowledge is processed
and moved through relationships (Podolny and Page 1988), and as new knowledge is
created by collective learning from within the network (Allen 1983). In this sense, a
closed network serves to provide and protect access, develop social norms, foster trust,
and selectively diffuse information (Coleman 1990). Redundant ties can result in col-
lective action against problems and opportunities, especially when the goals and objec-
tives are part of a shared vision.
Two major problems shared by many businesses today are the globalization of busi-
ness and the speed of change. These problems present a conundrum in developing
benchmark metrics for relational capital for metropolitan areas. The tension resides in
the balance between agility and embeddedness in an ecosystem and the determinants
of equilibrium between these forces. On the other hand, and in contrast to Coleman’s
description of the advantages of network closure, Burt’s structural hole argument
(1992) suggests that networks lacking connections among its separate clusters enjoy
significant benefits resulting from the diversity of information and have comparative
advantage in obtaining new, non-redundant information through ‘weak ties’ (Granovetter
1973) and in negotiating more favorable positions in brokering opportunities.
In a fast-changing business climate, access to new information and the ability to ne-
gotiate from a favorable position are critical. The high embeddedness of the Parisian
enterprise level may constrain the innovation ecosystem of Metropolitan Paris. Simi-
larly, the high embeddedness of Austin’s growth and startup levels may lock in a shared
vision of global business opportunities based on an Austin perspective, and these could
result in missed opportunities in the global ecosystem. In contrast, the low embedde-
ness of the Twin Cities ecosystem - across all levels - suggests a challenge in creating a
shared vision for innovation and change.
Reflections on the IETF process
This comparative analysis using the IETF Ostinato process (Huhtamäki et al. 2015)
provides an opportunity to explore differences and similarities across various levels in
three spatially defined innovation ecosystems. Using a data-driven visualization process,
the results point to reliance on data, selection of metrics for indicators, and visualiza-
tions as key contributions, yet also to opportunities for further exploration and re-
search. The IETF process was applied in this paper for the Triple Helix community.
With modifications at each stage of the process, it could be applied for other objectives,
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and it could include data relevant to government and university relational capital. With
the introduction of concepts and metrics for the relational capital of businesses, this
analysis contributes to the understanding of institutional relations and their mecha-
nisms to provide new specifications of ‘an enterprising state’ about businesses, one of
the key elements of the Triple Helix model. These insights can inform current pro-
grams as well as reveal horizon opportunities.
Reliance on data
With data openly available on the Internet and curated through social media practices,
important contextual insights can be provided to augment program-specific and in-
ternal record-keeping and reporting practices. Our utilization of the two data sources
and three datasets provided complementary value for the analysis of ecosystem dynam-
ics. While the DAR contains validated alliance information for primarily large, global,
and public companies, datasets of EFR and DAR contain information about small,
growing companies and startups. In contrast to curated, more limited, and yet time-
delayed SDC data source, the IEN data source provides timeliness and access to a wider
variety of data, yet which may be handicapped by curation biases (Still et al. 2014b;
Basole et al. 2015). Each dataset has its advantages and disadvantages, but used jointly,
they triangulate to reveal consistent patterns and create synergistic insights.
Granovetter (1973) differentiates network ties as ‘weak ties’ - those that are informal
and infrequent - and ‘strong ties’ - those that are close, formal, and regular. The rela-
tionships represented by data used for this analysis are biased toward strong ties and
may, therefore, omit important relationship capital that exists within other types of
community networks. Further, in describing the degree to which actors are involved
in cohesive groups that generate normative, symbolic, and cultural structure to be-
haviors, further elaboration of embeddedness measures could reduce ambiguity and
provide actionable insights.
Inferences from snapshots of relational indicators
This study introduces the use of snapshot network metrics to understand dynamics of
relational capital from network metrics in spatially defined innovation ecosystems. As
such, it invites further dialogue on the application of network metrics to sociological
constructs (such as types of relationships, intensity and depth of relationships, dimen-
sions of community and solidarity) used to study regional innovation. For example, all
relationships may not be equivalent, and the degradation of relationships due to graph
distance or path independence (Moody and White 2003) should be pursued. Our
current measures use cumulative data and treat networks as static - using a snapshot
metrics approach. While metrics for whole systems were used in this analysis, caution
must be exercised in comparing metrics across levels due to limitations of the type of
metrics themselves. Because the realization of any given network is time-dependent
(Moody and White 2003), future work could benefit from comparisons over time (Still
et al. 2014a) and from including relationship decay over time into the analysis of rela-
tional capital.
This analysis used relational capital to infer shared vision, resource flow, and - to
some extent - risk tolerance at various levels of innovation ecosystems; the data used in
this study reflect direct relationships that are assumed to be intentional. Indirect
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of a key individual on the boards of two different firms, may also influence decisions
and behavior. Studies that have addressed this dimension of relational capital, as well as
those that have explored alternative path explanations (Kajikawa et al. 2010) and hier-
archical nesting of clusters (Moody and White 2003) have been conducted with differ-
ent types of data. We are enthusiastic about the application of these constructs to
further research using the data sources deployed for this analysis.
Visualizations for storytelling and sensemaking
There is a growing recognition of the potential value of visualization in the business,
strategy, and innovation communities (Tegarden 1999; Yeh et al. 2000; Soukup and
Davidson 2002; Huhtamäki et al. 2011). Sensemaking and storytelling support the
process of developing a shared vision. Repetition of the narrative contributes to shared
vision by both evoking a perception of stability and by hinting at opportunities for
change (Dailey and Browning 2013). Storytelling is an integral stepping stone toward
shared understanding, which is a prerequisite for innovation ecosystem transformation.
The power of alignment for achieving collective action (Labovitz and Rosansky 1997) is
especially important in contexts with significant uncertainty. Stories must be carefully
chosen to match them to the situation, the scenario, and to organizational objectives
(Denning 2004) in order to align purpose and motivate participation.
The visualization of complex data enables decision makers to see patterns, spot
trends, identify outliers, and thereby improve comprehension, memory, and decision-
making (Tufte 1983). The patterns that emerge from large quantities of data can pro-
duce insights about the character of phenomena that are represented by the data. Not
surprisingly, visual representations of ecosystems are valuable to a diverse set of user
groups, including executives who want to understand their firm’s competitive land-
scape, venture capitalists seeking investment opportunities, and policy makers exam-
ining innovation dynamics (Basole et al. 2015; Still et al. 2012). An articulated ‘wide
lens’ perspective (Adner 2012) can be shared to establish common ground on which
decisions can be based, to create reference points for trade-off decisions, and to lay a
foundation for policy. A highly focused ‘microscopic lens’ can be constructed to gain
a deeper understanding of very specific action plans.Contributions
Information, talent, and financial resources - essential ingredients for innovation - flow
through relationships (Russell et al. 2011). Through coalitions and shared vision devel-
oped in the context of such relationships, the transformation of the spatially defined
area can be orchestrated. Factors associated with the changes can be analyzed through
quantitative and qualitative methods to understand opportunities for intervention in
the innovation ecosystem. Quantification of evidence-based indicators helps to establish
shared reference points for decision makers. Visualization aids in the discovery, explor-
ation, and communication of complex business ecosystems (Basole et al. 2013a; Basole
2014) and supports storytelling and shared vision.
This paper provides a multiscopic view of the relationship infrastructure among busi-
nesses in innovation ecosystems of three metropolitan areas: Austin, TX; Twin Cities,
MN; and Paris, France. Using triangulated data, the analysis demonstrates how
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ecosystem, with descriptions fitting to this specific context. It combines these with
visualization to quantitatively and qualitatively analyze and understand complexities of
innovation ecosystems and illuminate opportunities for the development of shared
vision through interventions and network orchestration. It uses multiple data sources
of cumulative data to create compatible datasets for a multiscopic snapshot exploration.
Relational metrics for metropolitan innovation ecosystems are operationalized and ana-
lyzed at three levels: deals and alliances among established enterprises, executive and
financing relationships among growth companies, and founder and angels relationships
among startup companies.
Thus, business relationships are examined using the Innovation Ecosystems Transfor-
mations Framework, which integrates the Technopolis Wheel, the Triple Helix, and in-
terfirm network approaches to innovation ecosystem studies. The resulting coherent
research process offers an approach that relies on an evidence-based and data-driven
process for measuring and visualizing the relationship dimensions of innovation ecosys-
tems. The multiscopic application of IETF conceptualizes change as interrelated states
in the development or growth (Van de Ven and Poole 2005) of an organization - in this
paper, spatially defined as metropolitan areas. The four steps of boundary setting, met-
rics selection, analysis and visualization, and sensemaking and storytelling form the cyc-
lic Ostinato process (Huhtamäki et al. 2015) for developing shared vision through
establishing and questioning a frame through which evidence can be examined. Network
metrics and network visualizations reveal existing relationships and distinct patterns of
business ecosystem structure in each of the metropolitan areas and provide insights on
the engagement, agility, social cohesion, vitality, linking factors, and embeddedness of
metropolitan areas, as relational constructs for spatially defined innovation.
Limitations
The limitations of this exploration offer several opportunities for further research in ac-
quiring and curating data for analysis, identifying and using network metrics for
innovation relationships, and utilizing research results and visualizations to accomplish
change. Relationships among individuals are one of the key elements - but not the sole
factor that defines community, and our analysis identifies metropolitan areas as com-
munities in which relational capital may be an indicator for network orchestration. We
recognize that observable relational capital of the business thread in the Triple Helix
may include both direct and indirect relationships and that it is one of several mutually
interdependent factors.
Evidence-based research responds to the quest for evidence-based intervention, it
seeks to answer how an ecosystem emerges and evolves, and its reliability depends
strongly on both the quantity and quality of data. The reliability of our results and
actionability of insights depend heavily on the nature and quality of the two different
but complementary datasets from which samples were obtained. Limitations of institu-
tional and curated data are well established, and caveats on using metrics based on
them are understood by both practitioners and researchers. While established datasets
may capture large, less frequent events, socially-curated data may capture events that
occur in closer time intervals. The nature of such biases, which may be inherent in so-
cially constructed data, are not well documented to date and present an opportunity
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and thoughtfully defining the elements in an innovation ecosystem visualization study.
The validity of our results has benefited from the use of multiple data sources as well
as personal knowledge about the ecosystems studied. Even when data-driven analysis
shows single directional relationships, it is plausible that a singular event or activity did
not necessarily cause the result of interest. Multiple events or activities lying outside
the boundary specifications, occurring in a particular sequence, may provide alternative
explanations, as in the case of the philanthropic relationships of business leaders in the
Twin Cities. Conclusions based on ecosystem models must thus be carefully scrutinized
for the possibility of alternative explanations.
Visualization of key players, process, and change direction can be extremely valuable
for understanding and analyzing business issues, including strategy, scenario planning,
and problem-solving. It can make data more accessible and provide a method for im-
proved communication (Shneiderman 1996). Well-designed visualizations can improve
comprehension, memory, and decision-making, critical in the exploration, discovery,
and analysis of complex problems (Thomas and Cook 2006). Insights into patterns can
often be more easily gained by decision teams with varied analytical backgrounds
through the visualization of complex ecosystem data. The challenge, and thereby art
and science, of visualization is to create effective and engaging visual representations
that are appropriate to the data (Heer et al. 2010) and its use.
Going beyond static snapshots with an interactive visual approach provides avenues
for exploration, discovery, and analysis (Thomas and Cook 2006); these can be helpful
in understanding the complexities and trade-offs inherent in business ecosystems
(Basole 2014; Basole et al. 2015). Many sophisticated visualization techniques exist
(Keim 2002). A comprehensive review is beyond the scope of this paper, but interested
readers are referred to Heer et al. (2010) who provide examples of salient visualization
techniques for a wide variety of purposes. The representation of time units and their
alignment across visualizations is an important representational aspect.
Additionally, the visualization of business ecosystems poses particular challenges be-
cause the underlying data is large, multi-level, multivariate, and often uncertain (Basole
et al. 2015). The visualizations in this paper were developed for a scholarly audience. Ad-
aptations would be needed, following the four-step IETF Ostinato process (Huhtamäki
et al. 2015), to conduct an analysis targeted to policy makers or innovation managers. Par-
ticularly in visualizing the temporal changes of business ecosystems, node-link configura-
tions are not necessarily unique, and results may be misleading. Patterns in network
analysis clearly reveal that there are multiple relational routes to various nodes. Contextual
understanding of the ecosystem is essential in drawing insights from patterns revealed in
network analysis, and caution is advised in deriving causal statements, as multiple path-
ways are often visible. Unless guided by an insight-driven iteration of data selection, ex-
traction, and curation, the boundary setting can be artificial and may articulate
relationships that are insignificant or misleading for network orchestration.
In many instances, what and how ecosystem data is visualized depends not only on the
nature of the data and the question but also on the cognitive abilities and network fluency
of the audience. Especially for non-technical stakeholders, the amount of information cap-
tured and presented can be overwhelming to the end user. Our analysis by ecosystem level
was enabled by the use of several different data sources and our decision to visualize all
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the general public, an alternate approach might involve integrating data across levels, as in
Case Finland (Still et al. 2013b) or filtering the data to highlight patterns in relationships
that inform evidence-based decisions, as in the case of EIT ICT Labs (Still et al. 2014a).
Researchers must therefore ensure a balance between detail, abstraction, accuracy,
efficiency, perceptual tension, and aesthetics in their complex network visualizations
(Segel and Heer 2010). Though we agree with Kohlhammer et al. (2012) that
visualization and visual analytics are vital for informed decision-making and policy
modeling in a highly complex information environment overloaded with data and in-
formation, we do not advocate using network visualizations as the only evidence for
decision-making or policy setting. The literacy of decision makers in visual analytics
and network metrics is just beginning to emerge. Many managers are not accustomed
to reading network visualizations, and the metrics behind them are not yet common
knowledge.
Summary and invitations
In this paper, the Innovation Ecosystem Transformation Model is applied to business
relationships at three ecosystem levels in global metropolitan areas and illustrates an
evidence-based, data-driven approach for understanding the dynamics of innovation
ecosystems and developing shared vision. The IETF model and its application provide
both academic and practical contributions.
We present relationship capital indicators, adapted from network metrics, to describe
the profile and dynamics of innovation ecosystems. The results establish a foundation
for academic exploration of the structure and influence of relational capital in
innovation ecosystems, including perspectives on how structural relationships influence
access to talent, information, and resources for innovation. The transformational poten-
tial of an innovation ecosystem resides in the evolution of the network infrastructure -
as changes in actors and their relationships occur, accommodating and stimulating
innovation. Actors perform roles as arbiters, catalysts, and gatekeepers in open and
closed-elite dynamics across time (Powell and Owen-Smith 2013), and such ecosystem
changes have been shown to be pervasive, robust, and long-lived (Paquin and Howard-
Grenville 2013). By studying the relationships on which innovation ecosystems are
based, opportunities for guided transformation of an innovation ecosystem, which we
call network orchestration, are revealed and can be discussed to build a shared vision
for change (Russell et al. 2011).
The concept of network orchestration speaks to a ‘discrete influence’ in the ecosys-
tem that addresses the interdependencies and flexibility of actors in the network
(Rizova 2006), enabling practical coordination of the innovation network and signaling
the innovation output (Dhanaraj and Parkhe 2006). Increasingly, networks are
intentionally ‘orchestrated’ or ‘engineered’ by an organizational actor who recruits net-
work members and shapes their interactions, corresponding to phases of innovation
ecosystem building and management (Ritala et al. 2013). Network orchestration, the
ability to connect and manage competences across a broad network of relationships,
has been recognized as one of the most important meta-capabilities for a networked
world (Wind et al. 2008). While boundary setting is an essential step in the IETF
process, we recognize that boundedness is a relative phenomenon, and we encourage
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the complex relational structures of innovation ecosystems. Across the constituents of
an innovation ecosystem, many critical decisions must be made individually and inde-
pendently. The speed of change (Yotsumoto 2010) requires zero-time strategies and
tactics; it argues against committee review for every decision point or referendum vote
for every decision. The shared vision of decision makers networked in relationships en-
ables alignment of sensemaking across their independent decisions to synergize change
and transform the present into to a shared future.Invitation to researchers
Network orchestration is an understudied process (Parkhe et al. 2006). A better under-
standing of it may contribute to both scholarly and practical quests (Paquin and
Howard-Grenville 2013) to gain ‘an integrated understanding of the mechanisms for
value creation and capture in the innovation ecosystem context’ ((Ritala et al. 2013):
p. 246). The application of network metrics to indicators of relational capital for net-
work orchestration holds many opportunities for scholars, policy analysts, and program
managers. We encourage the development of improved methods for managing the vol-
ume, velocity, and variety of data (McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2012), and we invite re-
searchers to involve their stakeholders in sensemaking and storytelling (Still et al.
2014a). We encourage action researchers to respectfully continue to educate their
stakeholders about research methodologies at the same time as they communicate the
context, the data, and the analytical processes and present the results in ways that al-
lows decision makers to participate in the exploratory process within the context of re-
lationships based on trust and shared vision.Invitation to policy makers and their analysts
Policy makers and practitioners define initiatives based on objectives of their stake-
holders. When stakeholders are diverse and outcomes are uncertain, government agen-
cies, consortia, and non-profit organizations frame economic development initiatives
with missions that speak to the social benefits as well as the economic benefits. To em-
power and manage the process of change, program managers, policy analysts, business
executives, and entrepreneurs must anticipate opportunities beyond their current line
of sight. They must deploy high-impact interventions that anticipate how alternative or
concurrent interventions will improve the likelihood of sustainable change.
We invite program managers and policy makers at various levels of innovation eco-
systems to explore and embrace the analytical possibilities of combining a variety of
data sources for data-driven network visualizations, as well as for other evidence about
ecosystems and their actors and interactions. In addition, to allow for faster and deeper
insights, we suggest that metrics should include decay as well as formation of relation-
ship links and their representations must move beyond static snapshots. These may in-
clude the development of an interactive visualization system using multiple views or a
user-driven selection of time units to enable discovery of the temporal nature of ecosys-
tem activities. They may include the exploration of patterns of event sequences be-
tween nodes for insights about particular types of relationships (e.g., R&D alliances)
and the time frames for those relationships.
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that your thoughts, opinions, and efforts will be welcomed and celebrated.Endnotes
aExamples of lists or rankings include:
 List of most innovative cities described as the world’s largest classification and
global ranking, with 445 benchmark cities classified and all of the these analyst
ranked, based on 162 city indicators (http://www.innovation-cities.com/innovation-
cities-index-2014-global/8889).
 Metro Monitor: tracking the performance of the 100 largest U.S. metropolitan areas
on four indicators: jobs, unemployment, output (gross product), and house prices
(http://www.brookings.edu/research/topics/u-s-metro-areas).
 Global MetroMonitor, providing economic growth data (real GDP per capita and
employment change) for the largest 300 metropolitan economies worldwide
(http://www.brookings.edu/research/interactives/global-metro-monitor-3).
bThe City of Austin includes nearly 1 million individuals living in 321 square miles;
the Austin Metropolitan Service Area covers an area of 4,286 square miles and includes
1.93 million inhabitants (AustinTexasGov 2014). According to a recent evaluation,
Austin, TX is one of the best performing metro areas in the in the list of 100 largest
metropolitan areas of US (Brookings 2014). However, it is not included the list of the
300 largest global metropolitan areas, and in popular rankings of most innovative cities
in 2014, Austin is ranked number 43 in the world (2ThinkNow 2014).
cA geographic area of approximately 6,364 square miles defines the seven-county area
in Minnesota called the Twin Cities Corridor; this includes Minneapolis/St. Paul and
suburbs that stretch from St. Cloud to Rochester. Roughly 2.9 million of the State’s 5
million people live in this seven-county area (Metro 2013). Its GPD in 2012 was esti-
mated as $192 billion (Istrate and Nadeau 2012). Minneapolis metro area’s economic
performance is ranked number 30 in the list of 100 largest metropolitan areas of US
(Brookings 2014); in the global list, its performance is ranked number 209 (Istrate and
Nadeau 2012). It has the second highest Fortune 500 companies per capita in the US,
which provides an interesting profile for this case study. In the 2014 popular ranking of
most innovative cities, Minneapolis-Twin Cities is ranked number 52 in the world
(2ThinkNow 2014).
dThe 20 administrative arrondissements of Paris proper are home to approximately
2.2 million people. The Greater Parisian metropolitan area, which has a geographic area
of approximately 6,631 square miles, is one of the largest population centers in Europe
and includes more than 12 million inhabitants. In 2012, its estimated GDP was $669.2
billion (Istrate and Nadeau 2012). With a multi-century legacy of culture, arts, tourism,
politics, and business, Paris is home to the world headquarters of 32 of the Global 500
companies (Global Fortune 500 by Countries: France 2012). Hence, a global city, Paris
is ranked number 5 in the world (2ThinkNow) in the popular rankings of most innova-
tive cities in 2014. However, Paris’ score of 262 on the global list of economic perform-
ance is relatively low in light of its heritage (Istrate and Nadeau 2012).
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and alliances with companies outside each metropolitan area.
fWith the 1980’s establishment of the Microelectronic Computer Consortium, Austin
experienced an influx of scientific and technical personnel; as MCC evolved over 25 years,
many of these key individuals stayed in Austin, establishing companies that have leveraged
the national and global relational capital - external connections - of those individuals.
gIn the Twin Cities Corridor, the social culture for community philanthropy (Zaheer
et al. 2010) has a longer tradition than the newer initiatives for innovation. The metro-
politan area has a rich history of philanthropy for the arts, celebrated through major
social events, creating relationships through which a shared vision at the enterprise
level, especially among global enterprises with local headquarters, was developed.
hThe 20 administrative arrondissements of Paris proper are home to approximately
2.2 million people. The Greater Parisian metropolitan area, which has a geographic area
of approximately 6,631 square miles, is one of the largest population centers in Europe
and includes more than 12 million inhabitants. In 2012, its estimated GDP was $669.2
billion (Istrate and Nadeau 2012). With a multi-century legacy of culture, arts, tourism,
politics, and business, Paris is home to the world headquarters of 32 of the Global 500
companies (Global Fortune 500 by Countries: France 2012). Hence, a global city, Paris
is ranked number 5 in the world (2ThinkNow) in the popular rankings of most innova-
tive cities in 2014. However, Paris’ score of 262 on the global list of economic perform-
ance is relatively low in light of its heritage (Istrate and Nadeau 2012).
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